
Shadow Aspect: My Journey of Expression

Have you ever felt a part of yourself hiding in the shadows, yearning to come out
into the light? We all have aspects of our personality that we prefer to keep
hidden, tucked away from the prying eyes of society. These hidden aspects,
commonly referred to as the shadow, hold immense power over our lives and
shape our behaviors in ways we might not even realize.

Uncovering the Shadow

The shadow aspect, as coined by renowned Swiss psychologist Carl Jung,
represents the unconscious and repressed parts of ourselves that we have
pushed away due to societal expectations, traumas, or cultural conditioning.
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These shadows can manifest as fears, desires, or emotions that we deem
negative or unacceptable.
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For years, I was unaware of the influence my shadow had on my life. It was only
when I started exploring the depths of my being that I began to notice its
existence. The shadows can become powerful forces if left unacknowledged,
leading to self-sabotaging patterns, strained relationships, and a general feeling
of disconnection from our true selves.

Embracing the Shadow

Embarking on a journey of shadow work can be both intimidating and liberating. It
requires facing the parts of ourselves that we would rather ignore, acknowledging
their presence, and integrating them into our conscious awareness. This process
allows us to become whole, embracing the light and dark within ourselves.

As I delved deeper into my own shadow work, I discovered that the aspects I had
labeled as "negative" were essential parts of my being. My anger, for instance,
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was not something to be feared or suppressed; it was a potent source of
motivation and a catalyst for change. My insecurities, instead of holding me back,
became opportunities for growth and self-compassion.

Creative Expression as a Outlet

One of the most transformative aspects of my shadow work journey was finding a
creative outlet for self-expression. Art, in its various forms, can serve as a
powerful tool for exploring and integrating our shadows. Whether it's painting,
writing, dancing, or even crafting, engaging in creative endeavors allows us to tap
into the depths of our subconscious and express ourselves authentically.

Through painting, I found a way to visually represent the emotions and desires
buried within my shadow self. The act of putting brush to canvas became a
cathartic process, allowing me to bring my shadows into the light and giving them
a tangible presence. Writing, too, became a medium for exploring my most
hidden thoughts and fears, providing clarity and understanding.

The Liberating Power of Authenticity

As I progressed on my journey of self-expression and shadow integration, I
experienced a newfound sense of liberation. Embracing the shadow allowed me
to let go of societal expectations and judgments, enabling me to live authentically
and wholeheartedly. The masks I had worn for so long fell away, making room for
a genuine connection with myself and others.

It's important to understand that shadow work is not a one-time solution. It is an
ongoing process, a lifelong commitment to understanding and embracing the
multifaceted aspects of our being. Just as the shadows shift and change with the
movement of the sun, so too will our own shadows evolve as we grow and learn.

A Call to Embrace Your Shadows



Are you ready to embark on your own journey of self-discovery and shadow
exploration? Take a moment to reflect on the aspects of yourself that you have
pushed away. What fears, desires, or emotions are calling to be acknowledged?
How can you integrate them into your life and express them authentically?

Remember, the shadows hold immense power, but it is only when we face them
with courage and compassion that their power can be harnessed for personal
growth and transformation. Embrace your shadow, and let it guide you towards a
life of wholeness and authenticity.
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Italian ballerina Lady Mara Galeazzi OMRI, a former principal dancer with The
Royal Ballet, graced the world’s stage over 3,000 times during her career. In her
memoir Shadow Aspect, Mara collaborated with photographer Jason Ashwood to
provide the first insight into her life behind the stage as a freelance dancer and
reveals how struggles with childhood depression, anxiety, and illness drives her
world-renowned stage presence.
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Centred around her performance in Tim Podesta’s ballet Shadow Aspect, Mara
reflects upon the shadows of her childhood and later life. Unable to confront
them, ballet became Mara’s voice as she found her way to express the words she
could never speak. Through her story, Mara hopes that you, too, will also find
more within yourself than you thought possible.
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